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  Specialized tooth cells 

  These can calcify the tooth 

  Connective tissues 

  Arteries /Veins 

  Nerve tissue. 

  The pulp is often called  “The NERVE” 
of the tooth 
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  Injury or trauma to the tooth 

  UNTREATED deep decay into or 
near the pulp 

  Deep decay which required deep 
FILLINGS or a crown to protect 
the tooth. 
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  May start with a hot or, more commonly, 
cold sensitivity 

  Sometimes a sharp pain, throbbing pain, 
or spontaneous pain for no reason at all. 



  As the inflammation moves outside your tooth, 
it will become tender to biting pressure, or 
touch. 

  Next a tenderness develops around the tooth 
and deep in the jaw. 



  Bone “eaten away” (a dark spot on the 
end of the root) is the first sign seen on 
an X-Ray. 

  Your symptoms are important in making 
the earliest diagnosis possible. 



  Next an abscess may form!  This is 
often seen as a swelling and 
tenderness in the gums. 

  When bone is eaten away around 
the end of your tooth, portions of 
the tooth may also be destroyed. 



Some endodontic problems are  

only  evident on an x-ray...   





  Tooth is examined 

  Additional X-rays may be indicated 

  Anesthetic is given 

  Dental dam is placed 



It will isolate your tooth and keep it clean 
during the procedure. 

As well as keep the debris out of your 
mouth during treatment. 
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This allows for a much clearer view when 
there are  potential problems  
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The files look like a small thin wire… it 
simply has file edges along the outside 



So small they may occasionally separate or break 
within the tooth.  This rarely causes a problem. 



It is not a cause for concern.        

 I will certainly advise you, if any difficulties occur 
during the procedure.. 
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Three kinds of sealing techniques may be 
used. 



  Temporary seal 

  Base (core) for a new crown 

  Repair of an existing crown. 
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If your tooth already has a crown, this 
seals the opening. 







  Decay under the crown seal 

 MOST COMMON 

  Porcelain may crack or split. 

 Rare 

  Core filling may dislodge 

  If there is an existing post 



Seals the tooth, but does NOT protect the 
tooth from breaking. 
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Bite on your tooth unless it is protected 
with a crown. 
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Final 
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Over-the-counter medications (Tylenol, 
Motrin etc) should relieve this discomfort. 





You will be given specific instructions on a 
salt water mouth rinse 





This will be given to you for reference at 
home 











  The tooth is severely damaged by 
decay or fracture 

  Bone structure is not adequate to 
support the treatment 



While these replacements can be successful, 
nothing is as good as your natural tooth. 



  Relieves pain 

  Saves your teeth 

  Is cost effective 

  Makes you       “Fit-
To-Bite” 



And remember... 





The End 


